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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You are preparing to deploy an Azure resource group via Terraform. 

To achieve your goal, you have to install the necessary frameworks. 

Which of the following are the frameworks you should use? Answer by dragging the correct options from the list to the
answer area. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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You can use the combination of Terraform and Yeoman. Terraform is a tool for creating infrastructure on Azure.
Yeoman makes it easy to create Terraform modules. 

Terratest provides a collection of helper functions and patterns for common infrastructure testing tasks, like making
HTTP requests and using SSH to access a specific virtual machine. The following list describes some of the major
advantages of using Terratest: 

1. 

Convenient helpers to check infrastructure - This feature is useful when you want to verify your real infrastructure in the
real environment. 

2. 

Organized folder structure - Your test cases are organized clearly and follow the standard Terraform module folder
structure. 

3. 

Test cases are written in Go - Many developers who use Terraform are Go developers. If you\\'re a Go developer, you
don\\'t have to learn another programming language to use Terratest. 

4. 

Extensible infrastructure - You can extend additional functions on top of Terratest, including Azure-specific features. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/developer/terraform/create-base-template-using-yeoman
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/developer/terraform/test-modules-using-terratest 
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QUESTION 2

You create a Microsoft ASP.NET Core application. 

You plan to use Azure Key Vault to provide secrets to the application as configuration data. 

You need to create a Key Vault access policy to assign secret permissions to the application. The solution must use the
principle of least privilege. 

Which secret permissions should you use? 

A. List only 

B. Get only 

C. Get and List 

Correct Answer: B 

Application data plane permissions: 

1.

 Keys: sign 

2.

 Secrets: get 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-secure-your-key-vault 

 

QUESTION 3

You have 50 Node.js-based projects that you scan by using WhiteSource. Each project includes Package.json, Package-
lock.json, and Npm-shrinkwrap.json files. 

You need to minimize the number of libraries reports by WhiteSource to only the libraries that you explicitly reference.
What should you do? 

A. Configure the File System Agent plug-in. 

B. Add a devDependencies section to Package-lock.json. 

C. Configure the Artifactory plug-in. 

D. Delete Package-lock.json. 

Correct Answer: B 

Separate Your Dependencies 

Within your package.json file be sure you split out your npm dependencies between devDependencies and (production)
dependencies. The key part is that you must then make use of the --production flag when installing the npm packages. 

The --production flag will exclude all packages defined in the devDependencies section. 
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References: https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/visualstudioalmrangers/2017/06/08/manage-your-open-source-usage-
and-security-as-reported-by-your-cicd-pipeline/ 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Your company uses Azure DevOps to manage the build and release processes for applications. 

You use a Git repository for applications source control. 

You need to implement a pull request strategy that reduces the history volume in the master branch. 

Solution: You implement a pull request strategy that uses fast-forward merges. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

No fast-forward merge - This option merges the commit history of the source branch when the pull request closes and
creates a merge commit in the target branch. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/branch-policies 

 

QUESTION 5

You are automating the testing process for your company. You need to automate UI testing of a web application. Which
framework should you use? 

A. JaCoco 

B. Selenium 

C. Xamarin.UITest 

D. Microsoft.CodeAnalysis 

Correct Answer: B 

Performing user interface (UI) testing as part of the release pipeline is a great way of detecting unexpected changes,
and need not be difficult. Selenium can be used to test your website during a continuous deployment release and test
automation. 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/test/continuous-test-selenium?view=azure-
devops 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT Your company uses GitHub for source control. GitHub repositories store source code and store process
documentation. The process documentation is saved as Microsoft Word documents that contain simple flow charts
stored as .bmp files. You need to optimize the integration and versioning of the process documentation and the flow
charts. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Store documents as plain text. 

2. 

Minimize the number of files that must be maintained. 

3. 

Simplify the modification, merging, and reuse of flow charts. 

4. 

Simplify the modification, merging, and reuse of documents. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Markdown (.md) 

Github understands several text formats, including .txt and .md. .md stands for a file written in Markdown. 

Box 2: Mermaid diagrams 

Mermaid lets you create diagrams and visualizations using text and code. 

It is a Javascript based diagramming and charting tool that renders Markdown-inspired text definitions to create and
modify diagrams dynamically. 

Reference: 

https://ourcodingclub.github.io/tutorials/git/ 

https://mermaid-js.github.io/mermaid/#/ 

 

QUESTION 7

You have been tasked with strengthening the security of your team\\'s development process. 

You need to suggest a security tool type for the Continuous Integration (CI) phase of the development process. 

Which of the following is the option you would suggest? 

A. Penetration testing 

B. Static code analysis 

C. Threat modeling 

D. Dynamic code analysis 
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Correct Answer: B 

Validation in the CI/CD begins before the developer commits his or her code. Static code analysis tools in the IDE
provide the first line of defense to help ensure that security vulnerabilities are not introduced into the CI/CD process. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/articles/security-validation-cicd-pipeline?view=vsts 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSPOT 

You use Azure Pipelines lo manage the build and deployment of apps. You are planning the release strategies for a
new app. You need to choose strategies for the following scenarios: 

1. 

Releases will be made available to users who are grouped by their tolerance for software faults. 

2. 

Code will be deployed to enable functionality that will be available in later releases of the app. 

When a new release occurs, the existing deployment will remain active to minimize recovery time if a return to the
previous version is required. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Progressive exposure Continuous Delivery may sequence multiple deployment "rings" for progressive exposure
(also known as "controlling the blast radius"). Progressive exposure groups users who get to try new releases to monitor
their experience in "rings." The first deployment ring is often a "canary" used to test new versions in production before a
broader rollout. CD automates deployment from one ring to the next and may optionally depend on an approval step, in
which a decision maker signs off on the changes electronically. CD may create an auditable record of the approval in
order to satisfy regulatory procedures or other control objectives. 

Box 2: Feature flags 

Feature flags support a customer-first DevOps mindset, to enable (expose) and disable (hide) features in a solution,
even before they are complete and ready for release. 

Box 3: Blue/green 

Blue/green deployments which means that instead of replacing the previous version (here we refer to this version as
blue), we bring up the new version (here referred to as the green version) next to the existing version, but not expose it
to the 

actual users right away. On the condition of having successfully validated that the green version works correctly, we will
promote this version to the public version by changing the routing configuration without downtime. If something is wrong 
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with the green version we can revert back without users every noticing interruptions. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/learn/what-is-continuous-delivery 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/migrate/phase-features-with-feature-flags 

https://medium.com/@denniszielke/continuous-kubernetes-blue-green-deployments-on-azure-using-nginx-appgateway-
or-trafficmanager-4490bce29cb 

 

QUESTION 9

You use WhiteSource Bolt to scan a Node.js application. 

The WhiteSource Bolt scan identifies numerous libraries that have invalid licenses. The libraries are used only during
development and are not part of a production deployment. 

You need to ensure that WhiteSource Bolt only scans production dependencies. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Run npm install and specify the --production flag. 

B. Modify the WhiteSource Bolt policy and set the action for the licenses used by the development tools to Reassign. 

C. Modify the devDependencies section of the project\\'s Package.json file. 

D. Configure WhiteSource Bolt to scan the node_modules directory only. 

Correct Answer: AC 

A: To resolve NPM dependencies, you should first run "npm install" command on the relevant folders before executing
the plugin. 

C: All npm packages contain a file, usually in the project root, called package.json - this file holds various metadata
relevant to the project. This file is used to give information to npm that allows it to identify the project as well as handle
the project\\'s dependencies. It can also contain other metadata such as a project description, the version of the project
in a particular distribution, license information, even configuration data - all of which can be vital to both npm and to the
end users of the package. 

Reference: https://whitesource.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/WD/pages/34209870/NPM+Plugin 

https://nodejs.org/en/knowledge/getting-started/npm/what-is-the-file-package-json 

 

QUESTION 10

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 
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others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Your company has a project in Azure DevOps for a new web application. 

You need to ensure that when code is checked in, a build runs automatically. 

Solution: From the Pre-deployment conditions settings of the release pipeline, you select Batch changes while a build is
in progress. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead, In Visual Designer you enable continuous integration (CI) by: 

1.

 Select the Triggers tab. 

2.

 Enable Continuous integration. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/get-started-designer 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to share packages that you wrote, tested, validated, and deployed by using Azure Artifacts. 

You need to release multiple builds of each package by using a single feed. The solution must limit the release of
packages that are in development. 

What should you use? 

A. local symbols 

B. views 

C. global symbols 

D. upstream sources 

Correct Answer: B 

Upstream sources enable you to manage all of your product\\'s dependencies in a single feed. We recommend
publishing all of the packages for a given product to that product\\'s feed, and managing that product\\'s dependencies
from remote feeds in the same feed, via upstream sources. This setup has a few benefits: 
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1. 

Simplicity: your NuGet.config, .npmrc, or settings.xml contains exactly one feed (your feed). 

2. 

Determinism: your feed resolves package requests in order, so rebuilding the same codebase at the same commit or
changeset uses the same set of packages 

3. 

Provenance: your feed knows the provenance of packages it saved via upstream sources, so you can verify that you\\'re
using the original package, not a custom or malicious copy published to your feed 

4. 

Peace of mind: packages used via upstream sources are guaranteed to be saved in the feed on first use; if the
upstream source is disabled/removed, or the remote feed goes down or deletes a package you depend on, you can
continue to develop and build 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/artifacts/concepts/upstream-sources?view=vsts 

 

QUESTION 12

You have multiple teams that work on multiple projects in Azure DevOps. 

You need to plan and manage the consumers and producers for each project. The solution must provide an overview of
all the projects. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a Predecessor or Successor link to the feature or user story for the items of each project. 

B. Add a Parent or Child link to the feature or user story for the items of each project. 

C. Install the Dependency Tracker extension and create dependencies for each project. 

D. Create a custom query to show the consumers and producers and add a widget to a dashboard. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

The Dependency Tracker extension enables management of dependencies across teams, projects, and organizations.
It provides filterable views to show all dependencies a team is consuming and producing. These views allow you to
track 

the state and schedule of dependencies to support you in assessing the risk of dependencies to product deliverables. 

You use the Dependency Tracker to plan dependencies at the beginning of an iteration or release, and to track the
status during development. For any given dependency, there are two parties involved: 

Consumer: Feature team who has a need and starts a request for work 

Producer: Feature team who makes a commitment to deliver work 
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Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/boards/extensions/dependency-tracker?view=azure-devops 

 

QUESTION 13

You use release pipelines in Azure Pipelines to deploy an app. Secrets required be the pipeline are stored as pipeline
variables. Logging of commands is enabled for the Azure Pipelines agent. 

You need to prevent the values of the secrets from being logged. 

What should you do? 

A. Store the secrets in the environment variables instead of the pipeline variables. 

B. Pass the secrets on the command line instead of in the pipeline variables. 

C. Apply a prefix of secret to the name of the variables. 

D. Echo the values of the secrets to the command line. 

Correct Answer: A 

Don\\'t set secret variables in your YAML file. Operating systems often log commands for the processes that they run,
and you wouldn\\'t want the log to include a secret that you passed in as an input. Use the script\\'s environment or map
the variable within the variables block to pass secrets to your pipeline. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: Never pass secrets on the command line. 

C: Adding a prefix does not make the variable a secret. The issecret property makes it secret but does not prevent
logging of the secret. 

D: Never echo secrets as output. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/process/variables?view=azure-
devopsandtabs=yaml%2Cbatch https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/scripts/logging-
commands?view=azure-devopsandtabs=bash 

 

QUESTION 14

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You manage a project in Azure DevOps. 
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You need to prevent the configuration of the project from changing over time. 

Solution: Implement Continuous Integration for the project. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead implement Continuous Assurance for the project. 

Reference: https://azsk.azurewebsites.net/04-Continous-Assurance/Readme.html 

 

QUESTION 15

Your company plans to use an agile approach to software development. 

You need to recommend an application to provide communication between members of the development team who
work in locations around the world. The applications must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Provide the ability to isolate the members of different project teams into separate communication channels and to keep
a history of the chats within those channels. 

2. 

Be available on Windows 10, Mac OS, iOS, and Android operating systems. 

3. 

Provide the ability to add external contractors and suppliers to projects. 

4. 

Integrate directly with Azure DevOps. What should you recommend? 

A. Microsoft Project 

B. Bamboo 

C. Octopus 

D. Slack 

Correct Answer: D 

Slack is a popular team collaboration service that helps teams be more productive by keeping all communications in one
place and easily searchable from virtually anywhere. All your messages, your files, and everything from Twitter, 

Dropbox, Google Docs, Azure DevOps, and more all together. Slack also has fully native apps for iOS and Android to
give you the full functionality of Slack wherever you go. 
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Integrated with Azure DevOps 

This integration keeps your team informed of activity happening in its Azure DevOps projects. With this integration, code
check-ins, pull requests, work item updates, and build events show up directly in your team\\'s Slack channel. 

Note: Microsoft Teams would also be a correct answer, but it is not an option here. 

References: 

https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=ms-vsts.vss-services-slack 
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